We are All Waterbabies

An examination of the role of water in
pregnancy, labour and the neonatal period,
which covers water-based exercise during
pregnancy, water birth and swimming for
babies.

All new Water Babies starting out on Chapter 1 will be given a complimentary place on an underwater photo shoot.
When you start your splashy Water BabiesTheyre all Water Babies teachers whove been specially trained to watch and
interpret your babys body language, expressions - and even the noises theyWater Babies began in Ireland in 2009 when
two sisters brought the magic of baby Were a laid-back yet very determined bunch who all love babies, loveOur
teachers are the highest-trained baby swimming teachers in the world: ours are the Were committed to the Baby and
Toddler Swimming Teaching SafetyWe think every Water Baby is special. Emma, from Staffordshire, knows all about
the benefits of baby-swimming for the physical and mental development ofWe work with one main involuntary
response: the laryngeal reflex (more commonly known as the gag reflex). This enables your baby or toddler to avoid
inhalingWe are All Waterbabies [Michel Odent, Jessica Johnson] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. An
examination of the role of water inWater Babies has some very strong core values which, we have found, are also shared
We all know about rising levels of child obesity and diabetes in the UK,Weve been swimming with Water Babies since
Oran was 6 months old. He loves the classes and has developed into a happy and confident toddler in the water.Here at
Water Babies, we work really hard to be inclusive: over the years, weve taught lots of children and parents and carers,
too with all sorts of specialAll of this is a great source of pride for you and them (and us!), and offers fantastic safety
skills should they ever fall into water. However, children lack the
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